NICK WILLIAM LIGHTING COLLECTION

Light Up Your World!
12V Incandescent Halogen and LED Lighting
Designed by Nick Williams and Associates
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New lighting trends offer high tech solutions in environmentally friendly designs with “Green Energy.” Explore the concepts behind the products and learn
how two designers combined their talents and creative energy to build in elegance, sustainability, durability and a green energy saving approach that makes
their products truly unique in the landscaping marketplace. This is the story, and the design magic, behind the highly successful Nick Williams Lighting
Collection, manufactured by LightCraft Outdoor Environments
One of the great challenges all landscapers face is how to bring the
color, warmth and ambiance of light into the setting without spoiling the natural landscape. Many exterior areas for homes and
buildings need the addition of light for both safety and security, as
well as beautification. Thankfully, a new line of cutting edge, environmentally friendly lighting products are now available with a
focus on new, emerging “green energy” technology that integrates
seamlessly into any landscaped environment! Now those much
used high traffic areas such as driveways, walkways and entrances
can be illuminated with style and effect, and in a way that keeps in
harmony with the natural setting. Unobtrusive yet essential, that
serves to make the space more comfortable and functional.
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Bringing metal or otherwise engineered lighting fixtures into a garden, landscaped yard, and patio setting can sometimes create a jarring effect, and the wrong lighting in any environment can completely spoil the atmosphere you've worked so hard to create with
your landscaping. But these new, environmentally green products,
such as the line of professional grade outdoor lighting from designer Nick Williams, preserves and enhances the harmony of your
landscaping design without being intrusive. Far from it! The right
illumination is the final touch in any landscaped setting that can
showcase your design and create that perfect ambiance for entertaining, or just easing into the space for rest and relaxation.
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And who would think that you can add candlelight to your garden setting in a safe and sustainable way? A new line of products in the Nick
Williams Collection does this with panache, offering lighting designed
with resin to create facsimiles of candles mounted on styled bronze,
and hanging Candle-lier fixtures featuring three or five candle lights that
integrate with a planter basket. There is nothing more romantic and
dramatic than candlelight in a garden setting! These simulated candles
create the same warm effect of real candlelight and this product line
extends to custom metal candle holders designed to accent and light
wall areas, including a durable wall candle holder made of composite
material with a rust finish. The base of the candle is actually a low voltage light that creates that wonderful candle glow effect, and a resin candle can be matched to mount on top. A line of outdoor sconces, accented “wall washer” lighting, and tastefully designed spotlights finish
out the collection to meet any landscaping lighting need.
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With a keen appreciation for textures and anything out of the ordinary, Nick Williams' designs
reflect a strong collaboration with the ideas and aesthetics of his favorite heroes - Frank Lloyd
Wright, Cliff May, and John Muir. So with names like that accenting your garden, you can be
assured that you've set just the right mood. The Nick Williams Collection offers truly
“romantic” garden lighting that will add a distinct and dramatic feel to any landscape design.
The Nick Williams Lighting Collection now offers new L.E.D. Lighting Technology Integrated
into Sustainable Fixture Designs. This line of new lighting products offer organic styling and
are engineered to be energy efficient, safe, earth friendly and sustainable, with low voltage
L.E.D. Lights and natural finishes on all fixtures. L.E.D. systems offer longer life, lower energy
consumption, and greater design flexibility than normal incandescent or fluorescent lighting.
The “Honeysuckle” and “Poppy” path lights in the collection are ideal for lighting and accessorizing walkways. Made from durable materials such as brass, stainless steel, and copper. The
finishes offered include, rust or frost finish, bronze, patina (custom finishes also available) and
detailed with hand blown glass in amber, and other colorful glass.
Other choices include the “Mica” and “Urn” path lights, using similar styling in bronze to
achieve a weathered, yet elegant, finish that blends naturally with the landscaping.
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These outstanding outdoor lighting products have been featured in the popular Sunset Magazine, selected for the Pasadena Showcase
House and L.A. County Arboretum, and installed in many other prestigious residential and commercial properties world wide.
Now you can bring them into your patio or outdoor landscape, and add that magical touch that can only come from great design,
and in a way that is friendly to both your environment and your budget!
For more information:
NICK WILLIAMS & ASSOCIATES
23013 Ventura Blvd
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Phone: 818/222-7477
Fax: 818/222-7478
Email: NWADesigns@AOL.com
Website: www.NickWilliamsDesigns.com
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